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RESEARCH IN PROGRESS: 
Greg V. Loewen, doctoral candidate in anthropology at the University of British Columbia, is 
doing research on a sample of Canadian sociocultural anthropologists during the last three decades, with 
special attention to the roles played by differing epistemologies, as a step towards a more broadly 
focussed ethnohistory of anthropology in Canada. 
William Peace (54 Old Wagon Rd, Mt. Kisco, NY 10549) is currently at work on a biography 
of Leslie White. 
BIBLIOGRAPIDCA ARCANA 
I. The History of Anthropology in Italy 
The Dipartimento di Studi Glottoantropologici of the Universita degli Studi di Roma "La 
Sapienza", in conjunction with the Associaiione Italian per le Scienze Ethnoantopologiche, has 
published, in softbound xeroxed form, twenty of the papers given at a conference held on October 12-14, 
1995, Gli studi di storio dell'antopologia in Italia, including. In addition to a number of papers on Italian 
ethnology, museology, physical anthropology, and folklore, there are papers on institutions, on 
historiographical topics (including the work of Robert Carneiro and G. W. Stocking), on anthropologists 
from other national traditions (E. B. Tylor and Victor Turner) and on the diffusion of British 
anthropology in Italy. 
ll. Recent Dissertations 
(Ph.D. except where otherwise indicated) 
Cora Bender (VOlkerkunde, University of Cologne, 1994) completed an M.A. thesis, "John 
Gregory Bourke: Zwischen Indianerbefriedung und Mimesis (Mimesis and the Paciticiation of American 
Indians." 
Christine E Cheater (University of New South Wales, 1995) has completed a dissertation entitled 
"Argonauts of the primitive world: A social history of Anglo-Australian anthropology (1850-1950)" . 
Hugh L. Guilderson (Boston College, 1995) has completed a dissertation entitled "From the state 
of nature to the empire of reason: Civilization in Buffon, Mirabeau, and Raynal." 
Rick F Hendra (University of Massachusetts, 1995) has completed a dissertation entitled 
"Explaining achievement: An assessment of G. Bateson's ecology of mind." 
Michael J Kugler (University of Chicago, 1994) has completed a dissertation entitled "Savagery, 
antiquity, and provincial identity: Adam Ferguson's critique of civilization." 
Fatimah Tobing Rony (Yale University,1995) has completed a dissertation entitled "On 
ethnographic cinema: 'Race', science, and spectacle, 1895-1933 . " 
Lynette Louise Schumaker (History & Sociology of Science, University of Pennsylvania) won 
the History of Science Society Dissertation Prize for 1995 for "The Lion in the Path: Fieldwork and 
culture in the History of the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute, 1937-1964." 
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Stephen F. Turner (Cornell University, 1995) has completed a dissertation entitled "Cultural 
encounter, aesthetics, and the limits of anthropology: Captain Cook and the Maori." . 
Marfa Valdes Gazquez (Departament d'Historia de les Societats pre-capitalistes i Antopologia 
Social, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, 1995) has completed a doctoral dissertation entitled "Orden 
e Historia en Morgan y Boas" 
III. Recent Work by Subscribers 
[Except in the case of new subscribers, for whom we will include one or two orienting items, "recent" 
is taken to mean within the last two years. Please note that we do not list "forthcoming" items. To 
be certain of dates and page numbers, please wait until your works have actually appeared before sending 
offprints (preferably) or citations in the style used in History of Anthropology and most anthropological 
journals] 
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